
One of the best archery pro
shops I’ve visited in recent
years is not the typical stand-

alone business we’ve profiled before
in ArrowTrade. Flying Arrow Sports II
in East Greenbush, New York is part of
a four-store group headquartered in
Carmel, about an hour north of New
York City.

Last summer I had a chance to
interview owners Michael Clement
and Tom Ardis at the original location
about their unique enterprise and the
plans for continued growth. Then ear-
lier this year I spent a few hours at the
second pro shop southeast of Albany,
New York, that is under the direction
of Jim Despart. Jim runs the East
Greenbush Flying Arrow Sports II
with the help of his wife Kathy, and
long-time friend Mary Elliot. Mike
Clement travels store to store each
week, balancing inventories and
comparing notes. The footprint of
Flying Arrow Sports is impressive,
with over 15,000 regular customers
that provide the backbone of this
business. “We appreciate our cus-
tomers and they appreciate us,” says
Despart. “Some travel hundreds of
miles to buy new bows, get coaching
or advice and some even spend a
whole day or even a weekend with
us.”

If you’ve been in the archery
industry for many years, particularly
if you have an interest in competitive
archery, you’ve probably heard of Jim
Despart. He’s won four National Field
Titles and four Professional Archers
Association National Field Titles.
Despart became a World Champion
in 1998 when he won the
International Field Archery
Association Event. While on the Hoyt
Pro Staff in 1992-1993, Despart was
the first pro archer to win both the
indoor and outdoor NFAA nationals
in the same year. That same year,

Despart shot the highest score over
three days in Vegas, missing only one
shot of 90 on the almost impossible
“mini monster” target. The ten ring
was only 3 cm in diameter, compared
with the current 4 cm face. Kirk
Ethridge drilled a dead center win-
ning shot in the controversial one
arrow “closest to center” shoot-off.
Despart ended in a tie with archery
legend Randy Ulmer. Despart would
prevail eight years later defeating
George Ryals and Jeff Rogers at the
Sands Convention Center in Las
Vegas. From 1994 to 2004 Despart
shot for Martin, helping that
Washington State bow builder to
develop the shoot-through X-cam
system. Since 2005 Despart has again
worn the Hoyt colors and continues
to compete at the highest levels. In
fact a few days after our interview he
put together a perfect 300 30X round
during the pressure-packed World

Archery Festival in Las Vegas, a feat
matched that weekend by fellow Hoyt
Pro Jesse Broadwater.

Despart’s resume as a top archer
may have qualified him as a great
bow technician and coach, two roles
he fulfills on a regular basis at the
East Greenbush pro shop. However,
his experience representing and
retailing archery equipment helped
qualify him to manage the store.
Before and during college he worked
in sporting goods stores in the
Albany area. In late 1991 he went to
work for Neil Newkirk of Neil’s
Archery, helping to establish a whole-
sale division to that well-known
Endicott, New York retailer. 

“I left Neil in July of 2004 and
came back to this area to work in the
family business,” Despart said. “I had
gotten married, had kids and archery
had kind of taken a back seat in my
life.” For a time Despart earned his
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Tim Dehn photographed owners Michael Clement (left) and Tom Ardis last summer in
the showroom of Flying Arrow Sports in Carmel, New York. They opened that original
location in 2000, then in 2005 launched Flying Arrow Sports II (opposite page) in East
Greenbush with the aid of national and world champion Jim Despart. Since then
Clement and Ardis have established two additional archery pro shops designed to mir-
ror the same type of high quality shopping experience and service work they continue to
provide in the original Carmel location.

Editor/Publisher Dehn’s interview with these hard-working retailers begins on page 42.
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living washing windows on high-rise
buildings, in the demanding business
his father Ed operated for 47 years.
Then he went on the road as a sales
rep for Martin and other manufactur-
ers like Copper John and Whisker
Biscuit. That kept him in touch with
Clement and Ardis of Flying Arrow
Sports, retailers that had also been his
customers while he helped operate
Neil’s Archery Wholesale.

Despart figured he might want to
get back into retail someday, so he
and his father kept their eye on prop-
erty that might become available in
the East Greenbush area, specifically
along the busy Columbia Turnpike. A
lot of new housing was being built for
people commuting to work in the
Albany area. Plans were also being
laid for computer chip fabricating
plants, microbiology businesses and

nano technology plants, all likely to
pay the good wages that could help
support more retail growth. 

“This area seemed set for the next
big expansion,” Despart recalled. “I
had decided if I ever was to get back
into archery retail, I wanted to do it on
a grand scale. As you know, it’s very
difficult to start out by yourself. The
opportunity just didn’t click until
Mike and Tom decided they wanted
to expand. I knew I wanted to get off
the road as a sales rep. So I found this
building and we decided to form
Flying Arrow Sports II.”

The building had been a pool and
spa retailer, which used the rear half
for a storage area served by a conve-
nient loading dock. “The building
actually fit our needs pretty well,”
Despart said as he gave me a tour. “We
built an upstairs storage area and

back room shipping and receiving
area, added the indoor target lanes
and the TechnoHunt range. It was an
8,000 square foot building and we
have plans to add another 8,000
square feet to the back of it,” he said
about the pro shop that opened in
2005.

The original Carmel store had
concentrated on archery and had
done well with that approach as it
became known over the years for a
large selection and top service and
coaching skills. However, Despart lob-
bied the owners hard to include a pre-
mium fishing department for the
store he would manage in his old
hometown, as well as paintball and
airsoft supplies. “I had worked at gun
stores and sporting goods stores that
had sold fishing equipment,” Despart
said. “I knew with this new pro shop

Part of a 4-Store Network
By Tim Dehn 
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PHOTO ABOVE: The arrow & target logo is part of the brand-
ing done to build a strong identity for the four New York pro
shops. This Flying Arrow Sports II southeast of the state capi-
tal in East Greenbush is one of two that serves the greater
Albany area. It shares cable TV advertising with Flying Arrow
Sports III which is located in Slingerlands, southwest of
Albany.

RIGHT: Jim Despart (in red shirt) is aided by his wife Kathy
for a few hours each day at the pro shop he manages, as their
two children are in school. Here she’s ringing up an order of
arrows for Travis Porter, who is buying them for the college
archery club he is part of at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
Students shoot twice a week on their 45-yard indoor range.
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our biggest hurdle would be to gener-
ate revenue in the down times of the
archery season. There was no special-
ty fishing store in the area and anglers
needed someplace to buy good quali-
ty equipment for ice fishing and open
water fishing. Any good business plan
relies on the fact that customers in a
specific area have a need.” As you’d
expect this is the type of retailer that
can advise you on not only what rod,
reel and lure combinations work well
together but what the fish are hitting
on in area lakes and rivers.

Adding paintball and airsoft and
slingshots to the mix was a way to
cross-market to a younger generation
that Despart wanted to expose to
archery. “Rather than just selling them
slingshot ammo I can say “Hey, did
you ever think about shooting
archery.’ Some will say ‘No’ but if I can
get them to take the time to go into
the back and watch some of these
guys shoot, they’re often intrigued. It’s
something most kids haven’t seen
before. When they think of a bow and
arrow they think of a stick bow they’ve
seen in the media. Instead they see
these really cool, techy looking bows.”

The complimentary product lines
together take less than a third of the
retail showroom space, leaving plenty
of room for bowhunting and target

gear. This is a store where recreational
and competitive archery drives a
higher proportion of sales than in
most archery pro shops, due in part to
Despart’s own reputation, in part to
his passion for all things archery and
in part to the philosophy he and the
owners share about what an archery
pro shop is supposed to provide. Let’s
start with the last reason first. I arrived
at the pro shop before noon and left
in late afternoon, yet at no time were
the lanes empty. “When I was a sales
rep I traveled and had 210 dealers in
eight states,” the general manager
told me. “This was very rare, to come
into a store in the middle of the day
and have 8 or 10 or 12 guys shooting
archery. There were only a few places
doing this sort of business. It really
bothered me, traveling through the
stores and not seeing anybody shoot-
ing. It was like many of the retailers
were in the business just to sell but
not to teach. I even had one retailer
tell me, ‘I’ll never have a range. That’s
too much of a pain in the rear. I really
don’t care what they do with it after
they buy it.’”

“That comment really goes
against why I’m here,” Despart said.
“The initial sale is only a small part of
the relationship between Flying
Arrow Sports and our customers. Not

only do we want to get the sale but I
want to get the service tomorrow and
I want to get the follow-up sale and
the add-on sale and the ‘I trust you’
sale and maybe the ‘bow for my wife’
sale and ‘my kids are old enough to
shoot’ sale. It’s a whole big thing, it’s
not just ‘Somebody needs a bow
today and I hope I never see them
again.’ That’s very short-sighted but
very common in business.”

Despart said in his meetings with
Clement and Ardis they often talk
about how they and the staff can
maintain the positive, friendly atti-
tude that helps build a rapport with
potential buyers. “We brainstorm on
that all the time, trying to make sure it
doesn’t become so mundane that we
approach it like, ‘Okay, here comes
another customer,’” he said in a dead-
pan voice. “We have a whole way of
approaching the sale and it starts with
dialog. My opinion is if someone
comes through the door, most of the
time they’re not lost, looking for direc-
tions. It’s my job to find out who this
person is and to try to make them feel
at home. Sometimes all it takes is
being observant about what they’re
wearing. If they’ve got a football jersey
on I can talk about the Fighting Irish
game last Sunday, or maybe the per-
son has a NASCAR hat and is a big
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Jim Thorstenson drives more than two hours, 137 miles, from his home in Hamburg,
New Jersey to buy archery equipment at Flying Arrow Sports II. He met the Desparts
in Las Vegas the year Jim (also shown at right) won that prestigious tournament,
then began to patronize this pro shop after it opened in 2005. “If anyone knows how
to set up a bow properly, Jim Despart does,” Thorstenson said. “There’s too many
people out there who hand you a bow and say ‘Here, shoot it, it’s fine.’ He does the
extra steps, goes far and beyond what the average pro shop does in tuning and set-
ting a bow up properly. Then he even throws in some tips as far as shooting form.”

Circle 108 on Response Card for Kinsey’s
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Dale Jarett fan. If I can find that com-
mon ground, because I’m in the busi-
ness of selling things I love to use,
we’re going to make a sale. You might
even buy a bow today,” Despart said
with a grin.

Despart’s passion for archery was
aided by his father, who shot both
indoor tournaments and field archery
on the many field courses that existed
in the Albany area. While all five
brothers shot for a time, Jim was the
one who became wrapped up in the
exploits of the top U.S. archers and
wanted to emulate them. “Guys like
Jack Kramer, Larry Wise and Dean
Pridgeon had a huge influence on me.
This goes back to 1975 when I was
seven years old. Reading about them
was where my interest came from. I
think back to when I was coming up
through the ranks, Terry Ragsdale was
my hero. Some of these young guys
today, even in this room,” he said as
we watched archers on the target
range, “wouldn’t know who Ragsdale
is or what he looked like. But when I
was seven years old I decided I want-
ed to be able to shoot like those guys.
Ten years later I found myself in a
room with them, shooting.”

“Certainly the bulk of our busi-
ness in August, September, October
and November is centered around
hunters,” Despart acknowledged,
“but for us to survive in this business

archery has to be a 365 day, 12-month
passion. Being an archer first and a
bowhunter second is not to say I don’t
love to bowhunt but deep down in my
soul I’m an archer. I love everything
about the flight of the arrow and the
physics behind it. Archery goes
beyond the actions of the body; it’s
much deeper than that, spiritual
almost. I think if more people were
exposed to archery at an earlier age,
we could just have a tremendous
growth spurt. Unfortunately we have
to compete with a lot of modern dis-
tractions, including America’s seem-
ing love for anything electronic, bru-
tal or gory.”

Target archery equipment is more
expensive today than it was when
Despart was first selling it, but after
the initial purchases archery is not

expensive compared to other pursuits
like playing golf or attending profes-
sional sports games. “I can remember
20 years ago selling target bows for a
lot less, but then the quality of the
equipment has increased exponen-
tially,” Despart said. “Some really
clever minds have been at work
designing this stuff, everything from
what Carter did for the release indus-
try to TruBall entering the sight mar-
ket with ingenious stuff, right down to
the bow makers. The bows today are
high-tech tack drivers.” 

They can provide that accuracy
provided they’re set up correctly to
the customer and to their accessories.
Excellent bow set-up is something
each of the four Flying Arrow Sports
stores prides itself on. At this pro shop
three people serve as the bow techni-

PHOTO RIGHT: Cory
Monahan builds
arrows at Flying Arrow
Sports II, where he has
helped out for three
years and plays an
important role train-
ing young archers.

PHOTO BELOW: A
skilled archer in her
own right, Mary Elliot
is seen here working in
the pro shop’s well-
equipped service cen-
ter. She has been ser-
vicing bows for more
than 30 years and was
New York State’s first
female Bowhunting
Education instructor.

Circle 197 on Response Card
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cians. Despart is one, Mary Elliot is
the second, and Cory Monahan is the
third. “My dad first taught me how to
work on these bows in the late 70s.
I’ve watched the evolution of these
bows since that time and am heavily
involved in how they work,” Despart
told me. “Mary has been a bow tech-
nician since the early 1970’s. She’s an
accomplished archer and was also the
first woman bowhunting instructor in
the state of New York.” 

“I met Cory when he was 12 years
old, while I was a rep for Martin,”
Despart said of the 18-year-old who
has been helping out for the past
three years. “He so impressed me as a
shooter that I started working with
him a little bit. By the time he was 13
we had gotten him his first staff bow.
He’s done a very good job of staying
active as a shooter. He’s won five
junior national titles between indoor
and outdoor. He helps out a great deal
with our youth classes here: The kids
really respond well to him.”

The youth shooting program sees
65 youngsters on the lanes in multiple
classes each Saturday. Despart him-
self competes in the Tuesday evening
Vegas league. If you think shooting
alongside someone of his caliber
would be intimidating, remember
those customers want to challenge
themselves and many will be facing
tournament pressures. Watching
Despart work with a customer who
was buying a top-of-the-line Hoyt
Vantage Elite gave me an idea of his
patient, supportive approach as a
shooting coach. “Teaching archery is
one of the tougher sides of the sport,”
he acknowledged. “When I was
younger it was hard for me to teach
archery at a higher level. I’ve learned
to read people better and I’ve learned
better ways of teaching the finer
points of archery.”

As a league shooter Despart is
there primarily to keep his own skills
sharp but if he spots something that’s
holding another person back he’ll find
a quiet moment alone to raise the
issue. “I may not comment on some-
thing right away because it’s not one-
on-one. I try to use tact so I’ll pull the
guy aside later and say ‘Hey, I noticed
something while you were shooting.’ I
try to honor everyone’s value. You

notice that while not everybody
shooting here today knows each
other, everybody feels comfortable.
They come in and there’s just a warm
sort of feeling.”

The target range we were visiting
on is separated by a wall from the
darker TechnoHunt range alongside
it. Each new bow sale includes five
hours of free range time and one hour
using the sophisticated TechnoHunt
video archery system. TechnoHunt is
excellent practice for hunting and so

enjoyable that the single free hour on
the system can be all it takes to turn
someone into a regular user. “We call
TechnoHunt ‘Techno crack’,” Despart
joked. “They try it once and get
hooked. It’s a very expensive invest-
ment initially, $35,000, but they do
pay for themselves. In my store we
probably have 100 people a week
shooting TechnoHunt. The beautiful
thing is they can shoot anytime. I go
in and preprogram each week and
from there the computer manages the
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shooter’s scores. So once I set the
league up all I do is take the money.
Someone may come in and say ‘I
want to shoot round 7 and 8 today
because I’m going to be out of town
next week.’ I don’t care if they want to
shoot one round a week during the
eight week league; they conceivably
could shoot all eight of them in one
day.”

As a way to encourage even more
people to shoot TechnoHunt leagues,
Flying Arrow Sports II developed its
own TechnoHunt Challenge, using
four high-end bows as the prizes.
“What we do is take the top eight guys
in the first two weeks of March, and
the top eight guys in the second two
weeks of March, then the first eight
shoot off against the second eight.
Let’s say you were ranked number 1 in
the first two weeks and I was ranked
number 1 in the second two weeks. In
order for you to advance you’d have to
get through me. What that insures is
that at least one of the 1s gets
knocked out, while one of the 8s gets
to continue. When we’re down to 8, 1
shoots 8, 2 shoots against 7, 3 shoots 6

and 4 shoots 5. Then the winners
shoot off for the championship.”
Setting up head to head competition
this way gives more skill levels a
chance to win the top prizes. “In the
last couple of years of the eight bows
we’ve given away, 75 percent have
gone to new shooters that have never
shot any kind of organized archery
before; they’re mainly hunters.”

What about all the hunters that
don’t shoot TechnoHunt? How does a
pro shop known for top tuning and
coaching skills serve the customers
that due to pressures of time or care-
lessness simply don’t practice enough
to be competent shots on game? “We
feel a sense of obligation to the
hunters in the area,” Despart said. “If
I handed a guy a bow and knew he
didn’t have the first clue of how to set
it up properly and he buys broad-
heads, sticks them on the end of his
arrows and wounds an animal, I’m
culpable. I take it as a personal
responsibility to make sure they can
do the best they can for their money.
Unfortunately some folks are using
bows they picked up at a garage sale
and it’s my job to somehow get them
to bring it in here and let us work on it
and get them on the range so they can
hopefully hit the target with a mod-
icum of success. If a pro shop does it
right they’re part of the solution, not
part of the problem.”

“As you know, hunting appeals to

a smaller part of the population than
it did formerly,” Despart commented.
“In spite of the fact that we have deer
racks and deer heads spotted through
the store we still sell a number of
bows to folks who have no intention
of hunting. They do make it clear:
We’ll have parents say that little
Johnny or little Sarah will not be
hunting. That’s fine. The sport of
archery is popular throughout the
world and hunting is a personal
choice. It’s not my job to turn them
into a hunter: It’s my job to expose
them to shooting well. My gut feeling
is if you take that boy or girl into the
woods and a deer comes underneath
they’re stand, however, they’re going
to want to shoot an arrow at it.”

Anti-hunting sentiment is
stronger on both coasts than it is in
the Midwest where ArrowTrade is
headquartered, so I took advantage of
the opportunity to talk with Despart
further about the role pro shops like
the Flying Arrow Sports quartet can
play in countering it. “The last two
weeks before opening day, we’ll see
the last minute guys. They have their
uncle’s, or brother’s or nephew’s old
bow. They’ve got five different kinds
of arrows. You might ask them what
size and they’ll say ‘They’re Eastons.’
You try again and they say “They’re
31s.” So you look yourself and they’ve
got a 2117, some 2216s and an old
carbon arrow they found behind the
bale at a shooting range, tipped with
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Monahan said safety goggles with neck
protector, a quality Tippman “marker”
and a big box of paint balls is a typical
way for someone to get equipped for that
sport. Once they’re participating they’ll
be back to have their marker tanks filled
with compressed gas in the service center
or to buy accessories like these paintball
marker cases above. The store also sells
airsoft guns and ammo, another product
line designed to bring in younger cus-
tomers who then have a chance to be
exposed to archery.
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five different broadheads that
replacement blades haven’t been
offered for for a decade.”

Where do you start with a cus-
tomer like that? “We try to educate
them on the importance of matched
arrows with sharp broadheads. We’ll
check their draw length, make sure
they’re not over-bowed, make sure
they have sights they can see with
tired old eyes and a peep sight that
lets a little light in.”

Despart said sometimes attitude,
as well as equipment, needs adjust-
ing. “A standard response is ‘I don’t
really care if I can hit the bull’s-eye’ or
‘I get my deer every year’ or ‘As long as
I can hit a pie plate.’ You know those
comments open up the ugly side of
the sport, an uncaring attitude
toward the animal. It’s my job really to
show them they can be better than
that. With a little bit of coaching, a lit-
tle more open-mindedness and
maybe a little bit more money too,
they can shoot better than they ever
dreamed. If they’re willing to give me
30 minutes, I’ll give them the best 30
minutes of archery that they ever had
in their life.”

Circle 110 on Response Card

Retired after 47 years in
the high rise window wash-
ing business, Ed Despart is
frequently in the pro shop
his son manages. He’s a
good source of both
bowhunting wisdom and fishing advice to customers. He’s
pointing to mounts of 41 pound and 35 pound king salmon,
taken in Lake Ontario from a 30 foot boat powered by twin 350
cubic inch Chevrolet inboard engines. Leaning against the end
cap are plastic sleds in assorted sizes used by ice fishermen.
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At ArrowTrade we often rely on
the advice of independent
sales representatives to rec-

ommend outstanding archery pro
shops to profile. It just figures that a
sales rep on the road visiting 100 or
more retailers in a year will be able to
recommend some fine operations. So
last July when I was called to
Connecticut to testify as an expert
witness in a lawsuit involving a fabric
manufacturer I'd profiled years ago, I
got in touch with Dave Fazio of the
nation-wide Hudalla Associates rep
group to see what pro shops he could
recommend. The one I chose from his
short list was Flying Arrow Sports,
because it wasn't the typical single
store operation. Earlier this year I was
back for the trial and that gave me an
opportunity to visit Flying Arrow
Sports II, profiled in this same issue.

Many readers know that I spent 8
years as an editor with Archery
Business before founding ArrowTrade
13 years ago. In that long span of time
I've had a chance to visit and inter-
view dozens of independent archery
retailers. Yet I can only recall five that
had more than one location and some
of those later dropped back to a single
location. Perhaps too much was rid-
ing on the personality of the owner
and not enough was done to plan how
to provide top service in multiple
locations. Flying Arrow Sports now
operates four locations in New York
and, with plans for a fifth location, is
showing no signs of slowing down. 

The owners of this growing group
of pro shops are hard-working, hands-
on individuals who provide most of
the man-power for the headquarters
location. Tom Ardis is the bow
mechanic; Michael Clement offers
instruction to customers who want to
learn to shoot. Flying Arrow Sports
was followed by Flying Arrow Sports II
located in East Greenbush in 2005,

then Flying Arrow Sports III in
Slingerlands and last year, Flying
Arrow Sports IV in Wappinger Falls. As
you can see, the "Flying Arrow Sports"
name identifies these stores as part of
a whole, yet the number keys in on the
specific location. "That keeps a cus-
tomer from getting confused, and it
also indicates that we've got a proven
business plan," Ardis said.

As Ardis set up a new bow for a
customer in the tidy workshop area,
we talked about what led him to go
into the archery business with his
long-time friend, Michael Clement.
"People generally visit a pro shop by
choice,” he said, which seemed like a

refreshing change from a business
where problems typically generate the
visit. "People want to be here, they
don't have to be here. It's not like it's
the dentist's office or a car repair
shop. Usually archery is something
you want to do to enjoy yourself.
You're in buying a bow for yourself,
your wife, or child.  It should be a
pleasant experience."

Giving good customer service in a
retail operation isn't a hard science to
learn, Ardis maintains. "Just think
about how you want to feel when
you're spending your money."
However, the reality of building a full-
service archery business when facing
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New York Retailers Build 

Tom Ardis is the co-owner of Flying Arrow Sports. I photographed him as most cus-
tomers see him, working on bows in a service center whose window from the showroom
gives him a chance to interact with customers. Ardis and Mike Clement went into the
archery business in 2000 with a pro shop in Carmel, New York, 60 miles north of New York
City. Five years later they opened a second location near the state capital of Albany.
Today they oversee four pro shops and Ardis seemed confident more would be estab-
lished in the future.
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competition from the many other
outlets that offer minimal service can
be daunting. Skills aren't enough; you
have to be willing to put in long hours.

Competition for the Flying Arrow
Sports stores comes from two main
directions. There are small-scale
retailers who may offer lower prices
along with minimal service or selec-
tion, and there are the big box stores.
The evening I visited, Thomas Boyd
was buying a new bow from the
Carmel store after getting disappoint-
ed by a small retailer who took a
deposit on the same model, didn't
return his calls for weeks on end, then
gave him his money back and tried to

steer him to another brand. "That bow
sells all day long in New York for $800
to $829," Clement said. "That dealer
was going to sell it to them for $770,
tax included. The bow company cut
them off as a dealer at the end of
January. That kind of thing doesn't
make any dealer look good."

Boyd and his friend Sam Johnson
spent about two hours at Flying Arrow
Sports that evening. Johnson had
hunted 22 years with a bow, showed
me a photo of a huge Boone &
Crockett bear he'd killed, and confid-
ed that his license plate read
"Drenalin." I assumed Boyd had cho-
sen a new Mathews due to Johnson's

influence but he said no, he'd done a
lot of reading about the 2008 models,
had other friends that owned DXTs,
liked the small size and decided on
one after having a chance to shoot it.
"Everybody has been very friendly
and I will be coming back, that's for
sure," Boyd told me about his first
experience with Flying Arrow Sports.
Boyd also bought new Carbon Express
Maxima shafts and a Mathews
ArrowWeb quiver for the DXT, putting
his tab at around $1,000 for the
evening. Ardis took care of transfer-
ring his Black Gold sight and Trophy
Ridge DropZone arrow rest as part of
the transaction, got the bow tuned to
his demanding satisfaction and then
had Boyd shoot it on the practice lane
with the aid of another staff member
to make sure he was well sighted in.

After Boyd and Johnson had left
and the doors were closed to the pub-
lic, I spent some time talking with the
owners about what kind of invest-
ment has to be made by a retailer in
order to offer great selection and ser-
vice. Customers who come to the
original store can choose from com-
pound bows by Mathews, Diamond,
Hoyt, Bear, PSE, Browning, BowTech,
and Martin. Hoyt, Mathews and
BowTech are the leading bow brands
overall, with it being hard to predict
which brand will sell in the highest
numbers on any given year. 

When I commented on the huge
selection at the headquarters store,
Ardis agreed that it's three to four
times what you might find in a typical
pro shop. The 6,000 square feet I saw
also included an indoor target range
and a TechnoHunt range, in addition
to the practice lane where customers
can get peeps and sights dialed in on a
bow they're purchasing. 

With that kind of overhead and
time invested in each sale, the part-
ners would prefer if manufacturers set

Series of Full Service Stores
By Tim Dehn 

Michael Clement jokes with three young shooters who came in to use the TechnoHunt
video archery range. They are (left to right) Stefano Paolucci, Marco Devecchio and
Stefano Silvestr. Each of the four pro shops includes a TechnoHunt system.

The Carmel location of Flying Arrow Sports expanded after my visit when additional
space became available in the commercial building where it has long leased space in the
lower level. That gave it an opportunity to expand and remodel what was already a
large showroom area.
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minimum pricing levels and insisted
retailers stick to them, something that
should be possible for dealer-only
lines. In the absence of that, business-
es have to be willing to place a reason-
able value on their labor and stick to
their prices when customers seek a
discount. "For some retailers, it seems
to be a race to the bottom," Ardis
commented. "It's like 'I'll drop $10,
you drop $20.' Mike and I have never
played that game. If someone comes
in and says 'I can get that bow some-
place else for $790,' I'll say 'God bless
you. I know what we're giving you for
$829. I don't know what he's giving
you for $790, but it's not what we can
give you.'" 

His experience and skill lets him
set up any of the bows they sell to a
customer's specifications and get it
tuned so it's shooting at its best
potential, Ardis said. "Good shops
make good bows shoot great. Bad
shops make good bows shoot terri-
ble." Meanwhile, Clement has the
patience and skill to teach a newcom-
er how to shoot that bow. "When they
leave, they can shoot. Now that adds
value."

"Tom's going to spend an hour
setting up that bow," Clement said in
agreement. "I'm going to spend an
hour shooting with you. You're going
to get some free range time and if
there's a problem, we're going to be
here to help you. Contrast that with a
business that can't set up a bow and
can't teach a customer how to shoot.

You know who gets hurt in that situa-
tion? The good pro shops and the
manufacturers who really produce
good products."

Ardis says he ends up setting up
personal bows for the staff members
who work in the archery department
of a local box store, which leads him to
wonder why bows are even being sold
out of that location. "One of the prob-
lems in this industry is that people
can walk in and buy a pro series bow
in a box. His buddy is going to set it up
for him, his buddy doesn't know what
he's doing and next thing you know
they're both telling their friends the
bow is no good."

"How many kids do we lose to
archery because they go into a box
store and a father, uncle or cousin
buys them a bow for $129?" Ardis
asked. With no lanes and no coaching
staff, how far is that youngster likely to
go in archery. "These kids today have
very little patience. If they can't do
something well, they get frustrated
and you've lost them to the sport for-
ever. Michael has the patience of a
saint when he works with kids. When
he puts up a balloon and they pop it,
you can hear the whooping and hol-
lering way out in the service area."

"The bottom line," co-founder
Mike Clement said, "is the basement
bandits need to go away, and box
stores shouldn't be selling premium
archery equip-
ment.” Bow man-
ufacturers should

have reps on the road to qualify new
dealers and to make sure existing
dealers are still providing good ser-
vice, he maintains. Firms that employ
in-house reps, as many do now,
should still have them travel at least
one month a year to spot check the
retailers handling their lines. Any
store that's doing a good job would
welcome that kind of visit," he main-
tained. He sees nothing wrong in
manufacturers making unannounced
visits. "If I don't greet you when you
walk in, that tells you something right
there. Come out and see us, we have
nothing to hide."

If you'd like to visit Flying Arrow
Sports, which has nearly doubled in
size since my 2008 visit, you'll find it at
92 Old Route 6 in Carmel, which is
about an hour's drive, or by train,
north of New York City. Two stores are
located near Albany, the state capitol.
Flying Arrow Sports II is at 517
Columbia Turnpike, East Greenbush,
which is southeast of the major met-
ropolitan area. Flying Arrow Sports III
is southwest of Albany, at 1990 New
Scotland Road, Slingerlands. Flying
Arrow Sports IV is at 72 Airport Drive,
Wappinger Falls, in the lower Hudson
Valley. More information about all
four locations is available at flyingar-
rowsports.com
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Thomas Boyd  checks the location of the peep sight on his new
Mathews DXT. At right the bowhunter is shown with friend Sam
Johnson, who said his own bow-killed bear was the New York
state record for ten years. This was their first visit to Flying Arrow
Sports and they seemed pleased with the service.
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